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Brief Report on BBA Management Club INDUATRIAL VISIT 

Name of the Department: BBA Department 

Venue: Cipla Pharmaceutical company, Sikkim 

Date: 21st August, 2022 

 

Objective of the Event: 

 The students of the Management Club, St. Joseph’s College Darjeeling were given 

a golden opportunity to experience an event which was educational as well as fun. 

As the management club believes in learning in a fun way always sticks to the 

student’s knowledge. 

 

Brief Information about the Event: 

The students were taken to the Cipla Pharmaceutical company located in Sikkim on 

the date of 21st August, 2022. There the students were exposed directly to the 

understanding of the management process in an organization. And were also 

provided with a brief knowledge about the production process which contained the 

know-how of the things that are important while producing a product, i.e., from 

the raw materials, to the assembly of the technology, to the packaging of the 

product. 

The educational excursion was only for a day, in which a total of 41 students took 

part. After the excursion ended the students were asked about their experience, in 

which they showed a positive response and were excited to go on the next 

educational excursion if the chance appears. 

 

Outcome of the Event 

With this type of industrial exposure, the students could gain a better view and 

knowledge of how an industry works. This educational excursion helped the 

students to be more interested in the industry that can flourish even better. The 



students gained new and exciting knowledge through the industrial visit that would 

not have been possible by just bookish knowledge within the four walls of a class. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Brief Report on BBA Management Club Quiz Competition 

Name of the Department: BBA Department 

Venue: Management Seminar Hall 

Time: 1.00 pm to 3. 00 pm 

Date: 27th September, 2022 

Objective of the Event: 

Quiz competitions provide an informative platform for the students to display their 

knowledge and awareness level. The main objective of this event was to make them 

aware of current affairs and improve their general knowledge while nurturing a 

healthy competitive environment for their self-development. 

Brief Information about the Event: 

The Management Club of the BBA Department organised an intra-department quiz 

competition on September 27, 2022, at the Seminar Hall of St. Joseph's College. 

The event was attended by students from the first, third, and fifth semesters. The 

event was conducted in the presence of Mrs. Meenakshi Pradhan (HOD of the BBA 

Department) and Mrs. Sushma Gurung (coordinator and teaching staff). The quiz 

masters of the event were Mr. Nitesh Sharma (teaching staff) and Mr. Prince Gupta 

(teaching staff). Three groups were created among the students who represented 

each semester. The programme lasted for two hours. The students actively 

participated in the event, and finally, after tough competition, 5th Semester was 

declared the winner of the event. The names of the winners are Adarsha Tamang, 

Sunny Dutta, Najnin Parveen, and Nihal Chhetri. 

 Outcome of the Event 

It was a very informative and knowledge-enriching experience for both the 

participants and the audience. This type of event boosts the students' self-

confidence and enables them to overcome their stage fright. The students are 

inculcated with the habit of updating themselves on current affairs along with their 

regular academic knowledge. 

  



 

 

  

 



Brief report on Management Club’s participation on college fete 2023. 

 

Name of the department: BBA DEPT. 
Venue: College campus. 
Time: 10am – 3pm. 
Date: 17th – 18th March, 2023. 
 
Objective of the event:  
The main focus of this event was on generating the fund for the club, that will help 
the club to grow financially strong and be financially secure for future events. This 
event also focused on bringing the light to our club, as the Management Club being 
a freshly reformed club after years of discontinuation. The event was also focused 
on having a fun experience for all students and having a fun collaborative activity 
with other clubs. 
 
Brief information about the event:  
The student council of St. Joseph’s College, Darjeeling, organised a college fete on 
the date of 17th March, 2023 which was continued till 18th March, 2023. The event 
consisted of several fun gaming stalls and as well as food and beverage stalls. 
On which our club was engaged in gaming activities. The games that our club was 
in-charge were: 1. Ping pong dash mania; & 2. Flash. The price for the coupons for 
both the games were kept ₹30 as decided by the student council. The club decided 
to keep the prize for the winners in the games were as chocolates and cash prize 
respectively. For the game Ping pong dash mania, the player had to hit the ball with 
the hammer that was rolled down through a tunnel, the player was given three 
chances to hit the ball and had to hit all the three balls to win the game. If any of 
the player did hit one out of three balls, the player was given a small chocolate as 
a consolation prize. The second game Flash consisted a game of cards where the 
player had to select a number between 1-12, in which the highest numbered card 
would win the game, thus, the player would win a certain amount of cash prize.  
The event lasted for five hours on the first day and approximately four hours for 
the second. Officially selected volunteers from our club actively participated in and 
were extremely helpful for the efficient functioning of this event. Several other 
members of the club were also actively participating for the club. The selected 
games were really interactive and fun for the people.  
 



Outcome of the event: 
Through the help of this event, our club was able to revive our financial strength, 
that will help our club to function even better. Our freshly reformed club also got 
the chance to present ourselves in the public and have a fun interactive activity 
with other clubs and with students too. This experience will give us new ideas and 
strength to perform even better than before.  
  



Brief report on Management Club Psychometric testing for managerial 

career Workshop. 

 

Name of the department: BBA DEPT. 
Venue: MR HALL 
Time: 10am – 1pm. 
Date: 12th May, 2023. 
 
Objective of the event:  
The focus of this event was for the students to know their psychometric behaviour 
that would assist the later while being in the corporate world. The workshop was 
mainly focused on: 

1. Managerial potential search 
2. Assessment of interpersonal skills 
3. Assessment of leadership skills  
4. Clarity in career selection  

 
Brief information about the event: 
The management club of BBA dept. conducted a psychometric testing for 
managerial career workshop in collaboration with the ISB&M. In the event students 
around 145 took part in the psychometric testing. The test was conducted by giving 
a sheet of paper with several different questions, where the students were told to 
write the answers from the given options and that best suited their thinking. The 
test, later revealed how a person’s perception and thinking may affect them in the 
corporate world. The test also helped the students to know their strengths and 
weaknesses. The speaker professor also told the students to focus of the parts that 
are holding them back and to accept the changes that the students needed to be 
the best version of themselves. This way they can excel in their career. 
 
Outcome of the event: 
The students were able to understand themselves even better. Moreover, they 
were reintroduced with their strengths and weaknesses. And how they can 
overcome their weaknesses, that would help them to perform better in the 
corporate world. This workshop helped the students to get more prepared for their 
future and help them know about the industry that they are headed. 
 



 
 

 

 
                                                                                


